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When newscaster Abby Waite is diagnosed with a potentially terminal illness, she decides to do the logical thing…
break her twin sister Martha out of prison and hit the road.
Their destination is the Waite family cabin in Minnesota
where Abby plans a family reunion of sorts. But when you
come from a family where your grandfather frequently took
control of your body during your youth, where your mother
tried to inhabit your mind and suck your youthful energies out of you, and where so many dark secrets—and bodies, even—are buried, such a family meeting promises to be
nothing short of complicated…
“A Hawk in the Woods is wonderfully dark and spellbinding,
mixing the road novel, family drama, time travel, cosmic
horror, and maybe even a little Heathers. Carrie Laben is an
original, compelling new voice. Consider me a fan for life.”
—Paul Tremblay, author of A Head Full of Ghosts
“Carrie Laben is a monster—they don’t even make writers
like this anymore. You will be reading her name for decades
to come.”
—Cara Hoffman, Author of Running and So Much Pretty
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